Handling and Care of the EK-Team Plotter Pens for the Universal EK-Team Marking System

For the state of the art universal marking system by EK-team, the manufacturer is supplying a fast drying and etching ink that is required for marking plastic materials within the control and automation industry. Due to these special properties of the ink, these plotter pens require much more care than a regular marking pen. Therefore, EK-Team designed some helpful tools to keep your EK-Team plotter pen in top condition.

Recovery and Storage Stand
This stand is designed to keep the plotter pen in an upright position, when not used with the marking system. The upright position allows the plotter pen to recover and to be properly stored. It is recommended to store plotter pens that will be idle for a few hours in a dry and cool location, preferably in the refrigerator. The recovery and storage stand accommodates easy storage and handling.

Call Altech for your free recovery and storage stand.
Part. No. 35000100

Suction Ball
The "suction ball" is a helpful tool to bring a slightly clogged disposable or refillable plotter pen back to life. The suction can unclog a slightly clogged plotter pen from the vacuum created within the "ball". This additional tool can be very helpful in addition to the already available cleaning kit (Cat. No. 35100010) for the refillable plotter pens. 5 replacement tips are included with each suction ball.
Part. No. 35100013

Pen Cleaning
CLEANING UNIT
It is an easy-to-use cleaning unit developed specially for refillable pens. The cleaning unit enables the pens to be rinsed thoroughly while preventing skin contact with cleaning fluid or ink. The cleaning unit can be used for up to ten cleaning cycles. The necessary precautions must be taken when disposing of cleaning fluid, the cleaning unit can be reused.

PEN UNIT
This cleaning solution comes in easy to handle cartridges and is used in conjunction with the cleaning unit. A standard pack consists of two pen cleaner cartridges. Cleaning can be performed on standard refillable pens only.

Cleaning Set Part. No. 35100010